2"x4" stake buried to within 6" above top of pipe, extend a minimum of 3" above grade. Paint green above ground. Mark 2"x4" stake with "sewer" and depth to pipe invert from finished ground level.

PVC female pipe threaded hub adapter and plug pavement or finish grade

1/18" raise - 1/2" wide border

2'-0"W x 2'-0"L x 1'-0"T concrete block. Compacted back fill

45 degree bend

Drill & tap (splitting the seam) set made bolt-down with 5/8" S.S. Allen head bolts - 2 places

Clean-out lid must be at least 2" above PVC plug

Cover pipe

Fiber joint packing

Overlap 3-5"

45' bend

NOTES:

1. For 8" and larger sewer mains the vertical portion of the main is to be reduced to 6" between the wye and cast iron ring and cover.

2. If cleanout is located in asphalt, the concrete block is to be left approximately 1-1/2" low to allow for an asphalt topping of like mixture as the surrounding area. In all cases the concrete block will be 12" thick.
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